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Abstract  

Ngwa is a dialect of Igbo. The word ‘Ngwa’ also refers to the people and the geo – political area known as 

Ngwa land.  The Ngwa people are found in Abia State in the Federal republic of Nigeria. Of the seventeen 

Local Government Areas in Abia State, seven belong to the Ngwa people namely: Isiala Ngwa North, Isiala 

Ngwa South, Obingwa, Oisisioma, Aba North, Aba South and Ugwunagbo.  This paper examined 

conjunctions in Ngwa.  Data for the study were obtained from competent native speakers using the 

elicitation method of oral interview, where the native speakers were requested to repeat some English 

sentences into Ngwa. As a native speaker of Ngwa,  my intuition helped in the assessment of the data 

collected. The paper seeks: to identify the various types of conjunctions in Ngwa, to indicate that coordinate 

conjunctions conjoin constituents of equal status, while subordinate conjunctions embed a dependent 

constituent into a matrix and to show that conjunctions do not occur at sentence final position in Ngwa. The 

framework employed for the presentation and analysis of data, is the x-bar theory. The x-bar framework 

provides the required base for the presentation of conjoined or subordinated constituents. The findings of 

this work on conjunctions in Ngwa are: that conjunctions are used in the unification of constituents for the 

expression of a single proposition, that the type of conjunction involved in a construction indicates the type 

of structural relationship of the conjoined constituents, that conjunctions are used in the expansion of 

constructions in Ngwa and that zeugmatic constructions are as a result of the coordination of constructs of 

unidentical class.   
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1.0 Introduction 

The word Ngwa refers to the dialect, the people 

and the geo – political area known as Ngwa land. 

Ngwa is classified by Williamson and Blench 

(2003, 31) as an Igboid lect under the new Benue 

– Congo language family. Conjunction as a 

grammatical category plays an important role in 

the development and use of every structure where 

it occurs. Irrespective of the fact that they 

constitute a class in language, and the crucial role 

that they play in syntax, not much attention has 

been given thema apart from indicating their 

various types. They are often merely seen as 

connectives. cf. Lyons(1968, 178), Emenanjo 

(1978, 86-89), Brown and Miller(1985,  153-5) 

Carnie (2007, 90), and Kirkpatrick (2010, 217). 

This paper thus, seeks to project that conjunctions 

affect the meaning of the sentence in which they 

occur, that conjunctions do not occur at sentence 

final position in Ngwa, that when used at 

sentence initial position they are used to effect 

communicative prominence and that the proper 

use of conjunctions in a language is part of a 

native speaker’s competence in his language. 

Below is a review of literature on conjunctions. 

1.1 Conceptual review 

A conjunction is a word that helps in the 

conjoining of words, phrases and clauses. The 

grammatical role of conjunctions is, to conjoin, 

expand and to indicate the structural relationship 

between members of the conjoined constituents. 

Brown and Miller (1985, 153-4) and Carnie 

(2007, 90), have described two types of 

conjunctions: the coordinate and the subordinate 

conjunctions. For Carnie (2007, 47), coordinate 

conjunctions in the English language include 

words like: and, or. nor, either…or, and 

neither…nor and the subordinate conjunctions 

which Carnie refers to as complimentizers are 

words such as: that, for, if, when and so on. 

Kirkpatrick (2010, 217-221), gives the following 

words in the English language as coordinate 

conjunctions: and, but, or, yet, words in pairs 

often for emphasis: both…and, either … or, 

neither … nor and subordinate conjunctions: as 

soon as, because, although, as if while, and so on.  
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Kambon (2012, 1) working on the Yoruba 

language, describes conjunctions as words that 

join parts of a sentence together to create a 

perfect semantics. This means that conjunctions 

are used to give a clearer meaning of a 

proposition. Kambon goes  on to describe three 

types of conjunctions: the coordinate 

conjunctions: and, or and but,  the correlative 

conjunctions: although, because, since, whether, 

while, however, in order to and instead of.  

Conjunctions in different languages of the world, 

exhibit different morphological forms and 

semantic functions. The intent of this paper, is to 

show that conjunctions are words used to link one 

part of a construction to the other in Ngwa-Igbo. 

cf. Lyons(1968, 178),  Lyons (1977,  404-5), 

Emenanjo (1978,  86-89),Brown and 

Miller(1985, 153-5), Robins (1989,  220-4), 

Ofomata (2002,  117-125), Carnie (2007,  90), 

Murthy, (2007,   255) , Kirkpatrick (2010, 217), 

and Kambon (2012,  1). In the Igbo language, 

conjunctions are called; nji ko   meaning 

‘connectors’. Igwe and Green (1964, 18-19), 

Okonkwo (1974, 8-9), Emenanjo (1978, 86-88), 

Ume et al (1989, 85-90). Ofomata (2005, 68-83), 

all agree that the Igbo language has the following 

coordinating conjunctions: na ‘and’ ma/mana 
‘but’ ma … ma  ‘both … and’, and the following 

as subordinate conjunctions: na ‘that’, ma 
‘if’/whether’ ka ‘when/as/so that’. kama instead 

of’ kamgbe ‘ instead of’ tutu/tupu ‘before’, tutuu 
‘until’ nta ‘instead of/then’.  Looking at the 

conjunctions in the Igbo language, it is obvious 

that there is an overlap in the graphic and the 

homophonous representation of ma 
‘but/if/whether and na ‘and/that’ as coordinators 

and as subordinators. This implies that a learner 

of the language can only get the accurate 

interpretation  of their use depending on the 

grammatical and structural environment in which 

they occur in the language. It is appropriate to 

mention that there is also a graphic and a 

homophonous overlap in the use of   as a 

preposition and as an auxiliary verb. According 

to  Okonkwo (1974,  9), “when na is used as a 

preposition to a word beginning with a vowel, it 

loses its own vowel a  , and this is made up with 

an apostrophe mark (‘) . It is then written together 

with the word to which it is prepositioned. For 

example n’ulo  ‘in the house’. But when it is a 

preposition to a word beginning with a 

consonant, it is written as a separate entry and 

there is no elimination of the vowel  in  na. For 

example na nku ‘on the wood’. Na  when used as 

an auxiliary verb is joined to the verb with a dash. 

For example: na-ede  ‘is writing’ 

The relatedness of this review on conjunctions to 

this paper on Ngwa, is that conjunction plays the 

grammatical role of conjoining, expanding, and 

indicating the structural relationship between 

members of the conjoined clauses. In the next 

section of this paper, some conjunctions in Ngwa 

will be considered. 

1.2 Theoretical framework 

The framework adopted for this paper is the x-bar 

Theory of structural representation. The notion of 

x –bar Theory was first introduced into 

grammatical analysis by Chomsky (1970) in his 

article entitled Remarks on Nominalization and 

was later expanded by Jackendoff (1977) in a 

monograph entitled x – Syntax. The major 

concerns of the x– bar theory are: to account for 

word order, to determine the configuration of the 

D – structure, to determine the direction of 

movement if there is any, to demonstrate 

constraints in the movement of structural 

constituents, to determine the structural 

relationship between the head of a construction 

and other members of the construction such as: 

determiners, complements and adjuncts, to 

recognize intermediate categories like: (N¹, V¹, 

P¹, I¹), which are larger than the terminal lexical 

categories; (N, V, P, A) but smaller than the 

phrasal categories such as: (NP, VP, PP, IP) and 

so on.  (cf. Ndimele 2004, p. 34).The tree 

diagrams in this paper will reflect this as 

required.  

1.3 Methodology 
Data for the study were obtained from competent 

native speakers within the age range of 40-65 

years, using the elicitation method of translating 

some English sentences into Ngwa.  As a native 

speaker of Ngwa, my intuition helped in the 

assessment of the data that were collected. In the 

sub sections that follow data on conjunctions in 
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Ngwa will be examined. 

2.0 Conjunctions in Ngwa 

 Ngwa has conjunctions which include: la 
‘and/that’, ma/ma la ‘but/if’, ta ‘or/so that’, kama 
‘instead’, mgbe ‘when/as’, dumgbe  ‘until’, 

duya/tutu ‘before’, kemgbe /kekemgbe  ‘since’, l’ 

agbanyeghi/ l’ agba nyeghila ‘even 

though/although, but only a few of these would 

be considered in this paper as presented below; 

2.1 The la conjunction  

2.1.1 la ‘and’ as a coordinator 

This conjunction in the Ngwa is a copulative 

conjunction. It coordinates two structures of 

equal status. It is monosyllabic and has a CV 

segmental structure with a low tone. Examples of 

its use in Ngwa  are: 

1a. Uche  ngwe ta ra mi ri  la ncha. 
            Uche pr. bring es. Past water conj. soap. 

 Uche brought water and soap. 

b.  Igu a kwu kwo  la  i de  hwe ndi  mma . 
pr. read book conj. pr. write thing p. be 

good. 

 ‘To read and to write is good’. Or 

 ‘Reading and writing is good  

c.      * Igu a kwu kwo  la  ofe  ndi mma . 
           Pr. read book conj. soup pr. be good. 

 ‘To read and the soup is good’. 

In the examples above, from (1a – b), it could be 

seen that the conjoined structures/ constituents 

must be of equal status (be from the same word 

class) for the construction to be grammatical. In 

(1a), the conjoined constituents are both nouns; 

mi ri la ncha , ‘water and soap’ (N+N). In (1b), the 

conjoined constituents are both verbs: igu la ide , 
‘to read and to write’ (V+V). (1c) is an example 

of a zeugmatic or an unacceptable conjunct where 

a clause/verb phrase; igu a kwu kwo  ‘to read’ and 

a noun phrase ofe  ndi mma. ‘the soup is good’ are 

conjoined indicating that conjuncts of unequal 

status or of uncommon class results in 

ungrammatical construction.   

2.1.2 la ‘that’ as a Subordinator 

La ‘that’ in the Ngwa is a subordinator used to 

introduce a sentential complement where the 

matrix clause exhibits a superior rank to the 

embedded complement clause. La ‘that’ is a 

monosyllabic conjunction with a CV segmental 

structure and a low tone. It is homonymous with 

la ‘and’ as a coordinator. This homonymous 

ambiguity is resolved by the type of constituent it 

coheres or introduces. Below are instances of 

how la ‘that’ as a subordinator is used in the 

dialect: 

2a. O nye re  a nyi  obiuto la o fere  l’ u le. 
It give + past us heat sweet comp. he pass 

+ past prep. Exam.  

 ‘It gave us joy that he passed his exam’. 

b. La  o fere l’ ule  nnye re  anyi  obiuto. 
comp. he pass + past prep. exam pr. give 

+ past us heart sweet. 

 ‘That he passed the exam gave us joy’. 

c. *O nye re  a nyi  obiuto  o fe re l’ ule la.  
It give + past us heart sweet he pass + 

past ap. exam comp. 

 ‘It gave us joy he passed the exam that’. 

From the examples on la ‘that’ as a subordinator, 

it could be observed that in (2a – b) the 

complementizer appears at sentence media and 

initial positions respectively, and the 

constructions are grammatical.  In (2c), the 

complementizer la ‘that’, occurs at sentence final 

position and the construction is ungrammatical. 

This points to the fact that the subordinator la 
‘that’ can only occur at sentence initial and media 

positions to derive grammatical and acceptable 

sentences in Ngwa. (2b) has a stronger reading, 

showing that the foregrounding of the 

conjunction suggests communicative prominence 

2.2  The ma/mala Conjunction  

2.2.1 ma/mala ‘but/ or / but that’ as a 

coordinator. 

Mala ‘but’ is a low tone disyllabic contrastive 

coordinator, with a CVCV structure. It is used in 

alternative with ma  ‘but’. Ma ‘but’ is a low tone 

monosyllabic contrastive coordinator, with a CV 

segmental structure. Examples are given below in 

Ngwa of how it is used as a coordinator: 

 3a.  Anyi  nche re ya , ma /ma la   O bi afughi . 

we pr. wait. past him, conj. he did not 

come. 

 ‘We waited for him but he did not come’. 

 b.  Ma nwo ke  ma  nwa a nyi  mbi ara . 
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 conj. men conj. women pr. come past  

 ‘Both men and women came’. 

 c.  *a nyi  nchere ya  O bi afu ghi  ma . 
 we pr. wait. past him pro come not conj. 

 ‘We waited for him he came not but’. 

A look at the examples above shows that ma 
‘but’, in the Ngwa is a contrastive coordinator as 

in examples (3a), but in example (3b), it is used 

as a correlative coordinator where the 

conjunctions appear twice at sentence initial and 

media positions. (3c) however, is ungrammatical 

because the coordinator ma  ‘but’ is placed at 

sentence final position which the dialect does not 

permit and where it cannot be used to derive any 

grammatical construction.  

2.2.2  ma ‘if’ as a subordinator.  

‘Ma’,   as a subordinator is translated ‘if’ or 

‘whether’ in Ngwa. Examples of its use in the 

dialect are given below: 

4a.        Anyi  nga  – i ga  ma  e kwe  we . 
we pr. aux pr. go comp pr.  agree they 

‘We would go if they agree’. 

b.      Ma  O  bi a ra ma  O bi a fughi  a nyi  nga - i la . 
comp. pro. come. past comp.pro come 

neg pro. pr. aux pr.return. 

‘Whether he comes or not we would 

return/ go back’. 

c. *Anyi  nga  – i ga  e kwe  we  ma . 
     we pr. aux pr. go pr. agree comp. 

‘We would go they agree if’. 

From the examples above, in (4a – b) ma 
‘if’ as a subordinator is used to introduce 

a conditional complement. In (4c) the

 construction is ungrammatical 

showing that ma,‘if’/ ‘whether’ cannot 

occur at sentence final position. 

2.3 The ta Conjunction 

2.3.1 ta ‘or’ as a Coordinator. 

Ta ‘or’ is a distributive coordinating 

conjunction. It is a monosyllabic low 

tone coordinator with a CV segmental 

structure. Examples of how it could be 

used in the dialect are given below: 

5a.     O guru uri  ta O gba ra  nkwa ? 

pro. sing rv. song conj pro. dance 

rv. dance? 

 ‘Did he sing or did he dance’? 

 b. *Ta ogbe de  ta  oke nye   
mbi a ra . 
conj. young conj. elder pr. come 

rv. 

 ‘Or young or elderly pr. came’ 

 c. *Uche ta  Adha nga  –  

i ga  a wom.  

Uche conj. Adha pr. go. p. go. 

cassava farm. 

‘Uche or Adha will go to harvest 

the cassava’. 

In (5a) ta ‘or’ is used as a distributive 

coordinator, asking questions that require the 

hearer to say (or choose) specifically his answer 

from the option presented in the question. (5b) is 

an instance where ta ‘or’ is used in a correlative 

fashion but the result is ungrammatical because ta 
‘or’ as a coordinator is not used in that way in 

Ngwa. In (5c) ta ‘or’ is used as a distributive 

coordinator between two nouns, yet the result is 

unacceptable in the dialect. From the data it is 

obvious that ta ‘or’ is used as a distributive 

coordinator between two clauses, and usually in a 

question construction. 

2.3.2   ta ‘so that’ as a Subordinator. 

Ta is a complementizer that introduces a clausal 

complement to a matrix   sentence. Ta translates 

as ‘so that’, showing that the complement clause 

gives the reason or the expected behaviour 

foreshadowed in the matrix sentence. Examples 

are given below: 

 6a.  O kpota ra  nwa  ya  ta  a nyi  mma ta  onye  o  
bu. 

pro call. es.rv child hr comp we p. know 

es. who pro be. 

‘She brought her child so that we could 

know him’.  

   b. Ta O kpota ra nwa  ya  a nyi  mma ta  onye  o  
bu? 

comp call. es.rv child her we pr. know es. 

who he be? 

‘Did she bring her child so that we could 

know him/her? 

 c. *O kpota ra  nwa  ya  a nyi  mma ta  onye  o bu  
ta? 

He call. es. rv. child her we pr. know. es. 
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who he be? 

  ‘Did she bring her child we could know 

him/her so that?’ 

In (6a) is an instance where ta  ‘so that’ is used to 

introduce an assertive dependent clause which 

complement its matrix by giving the reason of the 

action expressed in the main clause. In (6b), 

when the complementizer ta ‘so that’ moved 

from its media position to sentence initial 

position, the result was a question construction 

which is grammatical in the Ngwa. In (6c), the 

resultant construction when ta ‘so that’ is moved 

to sentence final position is ungrammatical and 

unacceptable in Ngwa. It can therefore be 

concluded that the position where ta ‘so that’ can 

occur in a sentence as a subordinator are the 

sentence initial and media positions. 

2.4  The sita conjunction 

Sita is a subordinator which translates to mean 

‘so that’ or ‘because’ in the English language . 

Sita ‘so that’ or ‘because’ is a low tone disyllabic 

subordinate conjunction with a CVCV segmental 

structure. Examples of its use are given below: 

7a.   Ike  a gwu la  m si ta ije m ga ra . 
Power pr. finish. suf. me comp.pr walk 

me go. past 

 ‘I am tired because of the trek/ walk’. 

 b. Si ta ije  m ga ra , ike   
a gwu la m. 
comp. pr. walk me go. past, power pr. 

finish suf. me. 

 ‘Because of the walk/ trek I am tired’. 

 c. *Ike a gwu la  ije m ga ra   
sita. 
power pr. finish. suf. pr. walk me go. past 

comp. 

‘Power has finished walk me went so 

that’. 

In (7a) the subordinator si ta  ‘because or so that’ 

occurs at sentence media position. Where it 

introduces a complement clause that gives the 

reason for the action in the matrix clause. In (7b), 

the complementizer sita ‘so that or because’ 

occurs at sentence initial position where it places 

a stress on the reading of the sentence by 

focusing the reason for the action at sentence 

initial position. In (7c) when the subordinator is 

used at sentence final position the construction 

becomes ungrammatical and unacceptable in the 

dialect. 

2.5 The duya conjunction 

Duya as a subordinator means ‘before or until’. 

Duya , as a subordinator introduces time clauses. 

The subordinating conjunction is a low tone 

subordinator with a CVCV segmental structure. 

Examples of how it is used in the Ngwa are:  

8a. Anyi   nga  –i kpe  e kpe re  du ya  a nyi  a ga wa . 
     we    pr. go pr. pray. –rv comp we pr. go es. 

    ‘We will pray before we start going’. 

b.  I ga  -i sa  onu duya  gi  e ri e  hwe . 
    you go pr. wash mouth comp you pr. eat. suf. 

something. 

   ‘You will wash your mouth beore you eat’ 

c. Duya  gi  e rie  hwe  I ga  -i sa  onu. 
    comp you pr. eat. suf. something you go pr. 

wash mouth. 

   ‘Before you eat (something), you have to wash 

your mouth’. 

d.* I ga  -i sa  onu gi  e rie  hwe  duya. 

    you go pr.wash mouth you pr. eat. suf 

something comp. 

   ‘You will wash mouth eat something before’. 

e. Duya I ga  -i sa  onu gi  e rie  hwe. 

    comp. you go. pr. wash mouth, you pr. eat suf. 

something. 

     ‘Before you wash your mouth eat something’. 

In (8a-b), the subordinator du ya  ‘before’, occurs 

at sentence media position. In (8c), when the 

complementizer and its clause were moved to 

sentence initial position, the meaning of the 

sentence was the same as that of (8b). in (8e), 

when the complementizer was moved to the 

sentence initial position of the matrix clause as in 

(8b), the meaning in (8e), was changed. The 

structure which read ‘Before eating you should 

wash your mouth’ in (8b-c), became ‘Before you 

wash your mouth, you should eat’, the 

grammatical importance here, is that the position 

of the subordinator, duya ‘before’, affects the 

reading of the clause it precedes, implying that 

the action contained    in the clause it introduces 

should be carried out before the action contained 
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in the next clause. (8d) is ungrammatical. The 

reason for its ungrammaticality results from the 

fact that the subordinator was placed at sentence 

final position where it does not introduce or 

precede any clause. 

2.6 The mgbe conjunction 

Mgbe  as a conjunction translates as ‘when/as’. 

Mgbe  ‘when/as’ in the Ngwa is a subordinator 

with the semantic notion of time of action. It is a 

disyllabic subordinator with a CCV segmental 

structure. The first segment of this structure is a 

syllabic nasal with its own low  tone. Examples 

of how it is used are given below: 

9a. O fuwa ra  mgbe  a nyi  nhi e a wom. 

he/she leave es. rv. comp. we pr. return cassava 

farm. 

‘He/She left when/as we were returning from 

harvesting cassava’. 

b. Mgbe  O fuwa ra  la a nyi  nhie  a wom. 

comp. he/she leave es. rv. we pr. return cassava 

farm . 

‘It was when/as he/she was leaving that we were 

returning from harvesting the cassava’.  

c. Mgbe  a nyi  nhi e  awom la  O fuwa ra.  

comp. we pr. return cassava farm (comp) he/she 

leave  es. rv. 

‘It is as/when we were returning from harvesting 

the cassava that he was leaving’.  

d. *O fuwa ra anyi  nhi e  awom mgbe  . 
      he/She leave es. rv. we pr. return cassava 

farm comp. 

‘He/She was leaving we were returning cassava 

farm when’. 

In (9a), the complementizer mgbe  ‘when/as’, 

occurs at sentence media position. In (9b-c) 

where it is used at sentence initial position it 

attracted another complementizer la ‘that’. 

Though, the meaning of the sentence in (9a-c) are 

the same, there is a greater stress on the reading 

of (b-c) with the complementizer la ‘that’. (9d) is 

abnormal and ungrammatical in Ngwa. This is 

because the subordinator is placed at sentence 

final position where it introduces no clause, 

hence it had no contribution in the reading of the 

sentence because of the queer place it occurred. 

In the use of mgbe ‘when/as’, as a subordinator 

one can conclude that when it is put at sentence 

initial position, it attracts another conjunction la 
‘that’   which gives it a unique feature as a 

subordinating conjunction. 

2.7 The kama conjunction 

Kama in Ngwa translates as ‘instead’ in the 

English language. It is a low tone disyllabic 

subordinator with a CVCV segmental structure. 

Below are instances of its use in the Ngwa: 

10a. M ga -i ri  ji oko ka ma  m ga  i ri  ji mgba da . 

       me go pr. eat yellow yam comp. me go pr. 

eat water yam. 

      ‘I will eat yellow yam instead of water yam’.  

b. ka ma  m ga -i ri  ji mgba da mu  e ri e  ji oko. 

comp me go pr. eat water yam me pr. eat suf. 

yellow yam. 

‘Instead of me eating water yam, I will eat yellow 

yam’. 

c. *M ga -i ri  ji oko m ga  i ri  ji mgba da  ka ma . 
me go pr. eat yellow yam me go pr. eat water 

yam instead’. 

‘I will eat yellow yam, I will eat water yam 

instead’. 

(10a) is the deep, unmarked or normal structure 

in the dialect. (11b) is the marked structure where 

the complementizer has been moved from its 

normal position to the sentence initial position, 

leaving behind a ghost copy of itself at its 

original site. This ghost copy is coindexed with 

the moved constituent at sentence initial position.  

The placement of the complementizer at sentence 

initial position is an evidence that subordinators 

could be given communicative prominence in the 

dialect. In (10b), when the complementizer kama 
‘instead’, was used at sentence initial position, 

the sentence was grammatical, but the verb of the 

second clause in the construction had its verb 

form in the imperative form: e ri e   ‘eat’ with high 

tones instead of the fall -rise. In (10a), when the 

subordinator was used at sentence media position, 

the verbs were in the infinitive form and the 
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sentence was grammatical. In (10c), the 

construction was ungrammatical because the 

subordinating conjunction was placed at sentence 

final position where it introduced no clause. 

However, we must observe that the clause which 

the subordinator precedes automatically becomes 

the embedded clause.  

2.8 The l’agbanyeghi  conjunction 

L’agbanyeghi  is a concessional conjunction in 

Ngwa which means ‘although, that, however, 

even though, irrespective of, in spite of’. It is 

made up of a preposition la    ‘of’ that has lost its 

vowel, ‘in spite’ and a negative particle -ghi   
‘not’. These three morphemes make up the 

conjunction l’agbanyeghi  ‘in spite of’.  Examples 

of how it is used in Ngwa are given below: 

11a.    O ga wa ra  oru l’agba nye ghi  la  mi ri  ndi i do. 
he/she go es. rv. work comp. water pr. be 

pr. fall. 

‘He/She went to work even though it was 

raining’. 

b.  L’agba nye ghi  la mi ri  ndi i do O ga wa ra  
oru. 
comp. comp. water pr. be pr. fall he/she 

go es. rv. work. 

‘Even though (that), it was raining he/she 

went to work’ 

c. *O ga wa ra  oru mi ri  ndi  i do  l’a gba nye ghi  
la. 
he/she go es rv work water pr be pr fall 

comp. comp. 

‘He/She went to work it is raining even 

though that’. 

d.  L’agba nye ghi  la O ga wa ra  oru mi ri  ndi  
i do. 

comp. comp. he/she go es. rv. work water 

pr. be pr. fall 

‘Even though (that) he went to work it 

was raining’ 

(11a) is the unmarked structure. (11b), is the 

marked structure with the complementizer moved 

to sentence initial position. In (11a), the 

complementizer is used at media position. In 

(11b), the complementizer and its clause were to 

sentence initial position and the construction was 

grammatical just like in (11a). In (11c), the 

complementizer was placed at sentence final 

position and the sentence was ungrammatical, 

due to the fact that the conjunction introduced no 

clause. In  (11d), when the complementizer 

l’agbanyeghi ‘even though’ was placed at before 

the matrix clause of (11a), the construction was 

still grammatical, but the concession was to the 

action contained in the matrix clause and not to 

the embedded clause. This thus, brought about a 

change in the meaning of the sentence, pointing 

to the fact that the position of the subordinating 

conjunction affects the meaning of the whole 

structure. 

2.9 The kemgbe/ keke mgbe Conjunction. 

Ke mgbe  / Kekemgbe  translates as ‘since’ in Ngwa  

It is a low tone subordinator and has CVCCV for 

kemgbe   and CVCVCCV structure for kekemgbe . 
Examples of its use in the Ngwa are given below: 

 12a. Uche  ndi i hi ur a  ke mgbe / 
ke ke mgbe  m lota ra. 
  Uche pr. be pr. sleep sleep comp 

me return es.rv 

  ‘Uche has been sleeping since I 

came’.  

 b.          ke mgbe / ke ke mgbe  m lotara  
Uche  ndi  ihi  ura  
  comp. me return. es.rv Uche pr. 

be pr. sleep sleep. 

  ‘Since I came back Uche has 

been sleeping’ 

 c. * ke mgbe / ke ke mgbe  Uche  ndi  
i hi ura  m lotara. 
  comp Uche pr. be sleep sleep me 

return. es.rv. 

  ‘Since Uche has been sleeping, I 

came back’. 

 d.  *Uche ndi  i hi ur a  m lotara  
ke mgbe / ke ke mgbe . 
  Uche pr. be. pr. sleep sleep me 

return es.rv. comp  

  ‘Uche has been sleeping I 

returned since’. 

In (12a), the subordinator kemgbe / ke kemgbe  
‘since’ occurs at sentence media position where it 

introduces the subordinate clause. In (12b), it is 

moved to sentence initial position with the 
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embedded clause that it introduces and the 

sentence is correct. In (12c) the subordinating 

conjunction is placed at sentence initial position 

before the matrix clause, and the sentence derived 

is ungrammatical. In (12d) the conjunction is 

placed at sentence final position where it 

introduced no clause and the construction is 

faulty. In essence, our data and observation show 

that the subordinating conjunction kemgbe/ 
keke mgbe  ‘since’ can only be used to introduce a 

subordinate clause and not a matrix clause. In the 

tree diagrams for (12a-b), (12e), is the unmarked 

structure while (12f) is the marked structure 

which shows the movement of the conjunction 

(complementizer) kemgbe / keke mgbe  ‘since’, into 

the complementizer node at sentence initial 

position where it gains communicative 

prominence, leaving behind an empty trace of 

itself with which it is coindexed. The arrows from 

SpecVP (specifier of the verb phase) to SpecTP 

(specifier of tense) in (12e-f), show the origin of 

the subjects ‘Uche and m  from the predicate and 

its movement to SpecTP. The –rv suffix (past 

tense suffix), is lowered from T
1  

(tense 

projection) to the verb lota ‘return’ 

e.
 

           CP  

SPEC-C
I
 C

l
 

                Comp         TP  

    DP             T
l 

  
Uche       I            VP 

    prog tsubj        V
l
 

   ndi   V
l
          CP 

         V        ICV                   C
l
 

                   i hi         ura                      conj           TP 

                                                                                       kekem gbe  DP           T
l
 

                                                                                                           m           past       VP 

                                                                                                                        -rv     tsubj   V
l
 

                                                                                                                                             V
l
      

                  lota 

  

Uche ndi ihi ura kemgbe m lotara.  

‘Uche has been sleeping since I came back’. 

Fig. 1:   Diagram illustrating a conjoined 

construction in Ngwa-Igbo. 

f.
 

           CP 

SPEC-C
I
 C

l
 

          Conj.               TP 

Kekem gbe    DP            T
l 

  
   m        Past          VP 

    -rv tsubj        V
l
 

               lota          CP 

                        SPEC-C
l
          C

l
 

                                                          conj           TP 

                                                                                             ti            DP           T
l
 

                                                                                                         Uche        T         VP 

                                                                                                                        Prog.  tsubj   V
l
 

                                                                                                                                         V       ICV     

               i h i        ura. 

 

 

Kemgbe / ke ke mgbe  m lotara  Uche ndi  ihi  ur a . 
‘Since I came back Uche has been sleeping’.  

 

Fig. 2:   Diagram illustrating a conjunction at 

sentence initial position in Ngwa 

 

3.0 Conclusion  

In this paper, conjunctions in Ngwa have been 

considered. In the paper it is observed that there 

is an overlap in the syllabic structure and tone of 

some coordinate and subordinate conjunctions in 

the Ngwa dialect, in conjunctions like: la, ‘and/ 

that’, ma but’/ if / whether, ta ‘or/ so that’. 

Irrespective of this overlap in the segmental and 

tonal forms, the context of use helps to resolve 

any ambiguity that may come up. This paper also 

shows that the subordinate conjunctions when 

used at sentence initial position, project the 

communicative prominence that is given to 

subordinate constructions in Ngwa. The paper 

also shows that subordinate conjunctions cannot 

be used at sentence final positions where they do 

not introduce any clause. In this paper, it is 

discovered that ma ‘but/or’ can be used as a 

distributive, contrastive or correlative conjunction 

depending on how it is used in a construction. 

However, mala ‘but’, which is used as an 

alternative to ma ‘but’, cannot be used as a 
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correlative conjunction in Ngwa. Another finding 

of this paper is that ta ‘or’, is used as a 

distributive coordinating conjunction in only 

questions. In the use of the subordinator kemgbe / 
keke mgbe   ‘since’, it is seen that for it to be 

moved to sentence initial position, it must move 

with its clause, else the derived construction 

would be ungrammatical. The paper also shows 

that the conjunction used in a construction 

specifies the structural relationship between 

conjuncts in a sentence. In all, this paper has been 

able to demonstrate the grammatical and 

semantic strength of conjunctions in the 

connection of sentences in the Ngwa.  

Finally, the x-bar framework in this paper, 

provided the base on which the tree diagrams 

were plotted, which showed every trace of the 

movement of syntactic units as illustrated in (12e-

f) so that there is a clear projection of the mental 

picture of what happens with conjunctions in 

Ngwa. This paper has not done all that needs to 

be done on conjunctions in the Ngwa, it therefore 

encourages further research on conjunctions in 

Ngwa and all other languages in the world in 

order to enhance studies in the teaching and 

learning of languages and also for the 

enhancement of linguistic competence and 

effective communication.  
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